From the President
Denise Esquibel - RMACRAO President

Greetings from New Mexico!

It is hard to believe that yet another fall term is upon us (the first for some of you). It was really great seeing so many of you at the Annual RMACRAO Meeting in Colorado Spring, Colorado. The Annual Meeting was a great success and I would like to thank the Local Arrangements Committee Mathew Cox, Tracy Barber, and Jason Maxwell from the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs, for a job well done in planning and implementing such a successful event.

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.”

- Nelson Mandela
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From the President Continued

I look forward to working with our returning experts on the board and would like to welcome our newest Board Members, President Elect: Stacy Maestas, Laramie County Community College, Vice President for Colorado: Katie Pederson, Denver School of Nursing, Vice-President for Wyoming: Linda Nichols, Casper College, and Treasurer-Elect: Geraldine Martinez, New Mexico State University-Doña Ana Community College.

At the annual meeting, we applications for membership were accepted for Wyoming Catholic University, and Community College of Denver. WELCOME to RMACRAO and we look forward to working with you as you join this great organization.

As we gear up for the upcoming year, I would like to remind all members of the AACRAO’s 102nd annual meeting. This year’s meeting will be in Phoenix, Arizona, March 20 – 23, 2016. This is an opportunity for networking, as well as great workshops to inspire, motivate and energize us all. More information may be found at www.AACRAO.org. RMACRAO 2016 will be held in Casper Wyoming, we look forward to working Kyla Foltz and her crew from Casper College. If you have interest in being a presenter, please contact, Stacy Maestas, with your presentation idea.

As we are all faces many challenges this year, I look forward to your concerns or suggestions that you may have for the betterment of this wonderful organization.

I encourage you all to use the wonderful networking resources you have with RMACRAO memberships and our supporting exhibitors.

Respectfully,

Denise H. Esquibel, Ph.D.
RMACRAO President

---

Institution New Member Update

At the 2015 RMACRAO annual meeting Community College of Denver and Wyoming Catholic College were voted in as new members. It was discovered at the July 17, 2015 RMACRAO Board of Directors Meeting that Wyoming Catholic College is not accredited. The board voted to accept Wyoming Catholic College as an associate member and will review the application once they have received their accreditation.
Colorado Vice President Report

Katie Pederson– Registrar, College of Financial Planning

Metropolitan State University

MSU is celebrating 50 years of transforming lives. MSU Denver started out as a small downtown college with no infrastructure, a minuscule budget, and a mission to make a difference. We offered only two-year associate degrees in six majors. Today, we offer 244 degree options: 60 majors, 87 minors, 30 certificates, and 33 licensures. We have 85,000 alumni, the large majority of whom live in Colorado, contributing to the vitality of our great state. We have developed programs through public-private partnerships that feed Colorado industries. One example is our Hotel and Hospitality Learning Center. We’ve changed our name from a college to a university, added master’s programs, established a School of Education, and developed the Regency Athletic Complex with eight tennis courts, a soccer field, a baseball field, and a softball field with a fitness trail. MSU has also signed a partnership with Colorado Heights University that will significantly shape the trajectory of MSU Denver, expanding our educational presence in the southwest corridor and creating a multi-campus university. MSU has created two new master’s programs. A Master of Health Administration with a focus on data analytics and a Master of Business Administration with a focus on business intelligence. In Fall 2015 MSU will break ground on a new Aerospace and Engineering Sciences Building. Scheduled to open 2017, it will be located on the corner of 7th and Auraria Parkway.
Colorado Report Continued

University of Colorado– Colorado Springs

This past year the University of Colorado Colorado Springs Office of Admissions was tasked with centralizing and consolidating the Graduate Admissions process. We were to continue to allow departments the autonomy of decision making while providing them the processing support needed to become more efficient and grow programs where possible. This included having all transcripts and supporting documents sent to the Office of Admissions for processing and subsequent distribution to the departments. We just completed our first full year of this centralized process and are seeing great gains in processing efficiency. New for the fall semester, the Office of the Registrar published a newly formatted webpage featuring simple navigation and ease of access to pertinent information. This new design responds to feedback received by faculty, staff and students.
New Mobile App at CU

On August 26, CU-Boulder launched MyCUInfo app that allows students to complete quick, limited transactions like checking their schedule, adding or dropping a class, or checking a grade from their smartphone or tablet. Due to its robust functionality, students will benefit best by using the original student portal for all schedule planning, but this new app offers options. A website accompanies the app with how-to instructions, notes on the app’s functionality, and frequently asked questions. The MyCUInfo app is a delivered mobile app from Oracle Campus Solutions, used for our student information system. We were not able to make any customizations to the app, but the basic functionality will offer what students need to make a quick registration-related transaction. Both CU-Denver and CU-Colorado Springs have also gone live with this app, branded specifically for their campuses.

New Hires at CU-Boulder

The Office of the Registrar at the University of Colorado Boulder is excited to announce a few new additions to our leadership team.

Reid Kallman will join the office on November 1 as Associate Registrar of Academic, Degree and Eligibility Services. He will be responsible for strategic planning, supervision and leadership over academic schedule, degree audit, athletic eligibility, and degree/diploma services. Reid will join us from Stanford University’s Office of the Registrar, where he has worked since 2004. He served as Associate University Registrar of Academic Records & NCAA Certification Officer since 2009.

As part of Reid’s unit, Rodney Floyd joined the office on September 1, as Assistant Registrar of Eligibility and Degree Services. Rodney oversees NCAA academic eligibility certification of all CU-Boulder student athletes and supervises the degree/graduation services area of the office. Prior to CU-Boulder, Rodney had served as the Athletic Academic Eligibility Coordinator in the Office of the University Registrar at the University of Virginia since 2012. Prior to UVA, he worked in athletic academic support at the University of Wyoming, in athletic advising at Northern Illinois University and taught at the secondary level.

We’re also pleased to announce that we have a new Assistant Registrar for Student Records Security and Access. Lisa Forman joined our office on July 20 and is responsible for approving any student-records related access to users of our student information system across campus, creating new security roles, and supervising the imaging unit in our office. Lisa has prior experience in this area from serving as the security coordinator in the Bursar’s Office and experience working with our imaging system (Singularity).

Accepting Unofficial Transcripts for Graduate Admission

The CU-Boulder Office of Admissions and Graduate School are excited to announce that we have started accepting unofficial transcripts for applicants to graduate programs for the 2016 admission cycle. In an effort to simplify the admissions process, unofficial transcripts are submitted by the applicant along with their application for admission. Offers of admission will be granted based on a review of these unofficial transcripts but will be contingent upon receipt of all official final transcripts reflecting a similar academic performance at the time of matriculation.
Colorado Report Continued

University of Colorado - Denver

Promotions

The Office of the Registrar at the University of Colorado Denver is proud to announce the promotion of Mr. Brian Schaeffer to Assistant Registrar. Mr. Schaeffer has played a significant role as the Degree Audit functional lead for the past 10 years. This includes developing reports, bringing up our batch audit software, implementing the Transferology software and establishing the milestone component in Campus Solutions. In his new role as Assistant Registrar, Mr. Schaeffer will lead the University in the degree audit system update to achieve. Further, he will be responsible for rolling out new Campus Solution functionality to the campus. Our office would like to congratulate Mr. Schaeffer on this promotion!

The Office of the Registrar at the University of Colorado Denver is proud to announce the promotion of Ms. Gwen Persons to Assistant Registrar. Ms. Persons has been a member of our team for nearly four years. She started in a temporary position as a Transfer Articulation Specialist on Halloween of 2011. She then transitioned into the newly created Graduation Certification role in time for the degree audit implementation of fall 2013. In her new role as Assistant Registrar, Ms. Persons will be responsible for overseeing the Graduation Procedures which includes day-to-day responsibilities, production of the undergraduate academic catalog, managing graduation processes and ensuring compliance with the graduation requirements as defined in the undergraduate academic catalog. Our office would like to congratulate Ms. Persons on this promotion!

New Hires

The Office of the Registrar at the University of Colorado Denver is excited to announce the hiring of Ms. Shana Bergen as our new Associate Registrar. Ms. Bergen has over 10 years of experience in higher education, and has worked in the Office of the Registrar at the Anschutz Medical Campus since 2009. Prior to assuming her current role, she served as Assistant Registrar for two years, and has been a member of the inter-institutional Student Records team for over three years. Shana Bergen received her Master’s degree at Indiana University. Our office is very excited to have Ms. Bergen join our team!

The Office of the Registrar at the University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus is excited to announce the hiring of Ms. Charity Moser as our new Assistant Registrar. Ms. Moser has over ten years of experience in Higher Education, and was previously the Associate Registrar at Colorado Christian University since 2011, where she also completed her undergraduate education in Organizational Management in Human Resources. In addition to her normal Registrar and supervisory duties, she was also part of the implementation of a new student information system, including database conversion, testing, building systems rules, technical assistance, and software updates. Our office is very excited to have Ms. Moser join our team!
Colorado Report Continued

Rocky Vista University

RVU continues to set the bar high for medical schools. During the past year, The Surgical Simulation Center was accredited by the American College of Surgeons—the only osteopathic college in the country and only one of two medical schools in the Mountain West Region to receive this distinction. Our Course Director of the Military Track recently participated in an international experiment, in which he and other surgeons performed surgery while in a zero-gravity environment. Utilizing the cut suit (a realistic surgery simulator that is worn as a bodysuit), RVU also hosted a disaster scenario for police and military training purposes, collaborated with the U.S. Ski Team, and received an award from Military Training Technology magazine for Best Program. For the third consecutive year, RVU was recognized as a military friendly school.

Aside from the military accomplishments, RVU has celebrated other achievements: the ACOFP Club won a national President’s Award by being the most active chapter of all osteopathic schools; 100% of the Class of 2015 was successfully placed into residency programs—a feat that has occurred every year since RVUCOM’s inception; and RVU has become a leader with awareness-building community events, such as Diversity Week, Sexual Assault Awareness Month, and an ongoing pet therapy program (this being one of only three programs at medical schools across the nation).

University of Denver

Chancellor Rebecca Chopp was installed as 18th Chancellor of the University.

The inauguration of the University of Denver’s 18th chancellor on Sept. 18, 2015, was a celebration of the impact of higher education in Colorado and an exploration of its future. Leaders in Colorado higher education and government joined the chancellor and the University community to recognize both what postsecondary education has accomplished and the challenges it faces. The day was marked by an American Indian opening ceremony, panel discussions, a procession, the installation ceremony, and a reception for the campus community.

Speakers in attendance included: Bruce Benson, President, University of Colorado; Donald Elliman, Chancellor, University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus; John Fitzgibbons, President, Regis University; Tim Foster, President, Colorado Mesa University; Michael Hancock, Mayor, Denver; John Hickenlooper, Governor, Colorado; Stephen Jordan, President, Metro State University of Denver; Patricia Limerick, Faculty Director and Chair of the Board of the Center of the American West at the University of Colorado; Nancy McCallin, President, Colorado Community College System; Amy Parsons, Executive Vice Chancellor, Colorado State University System; Jill Tiefenthaler, President, Colorado College; George E. (Tink) Tinker (Wazhazhe, Osage Nation), Clifford Baldridge Professor of American Indian Cultures and Religious Traditions, Iliff School of Theology; and Thomas Wolfe, President and Chief Executive Officer, Iliff School of Theology.
New Mexico Vice President Report

Kathleen Sena – Registrar, Northern New Mexico College

New Mexico AACRAO to REACTIVATE!

Exciting news for the admissions and registrar offices at institutions of higher education in New Mexico. NMACRAO is back. On October 8 and 9, 2015, the colleges and universities in NM will be gathering in Albuquerque, NM to reconnect and reactivate NMACRAO.

Within the RMACRAO group, New Mexico for many years has had its own association affiliated with AACRAO. Due to budget cuts, personnel transitions, software implementations and professional life in general, NMACRAO went into hibernation in 2006. NMACRAO was always a strong connection for professional development for the schools in New Mexico who might not have the financial resources to participate at the regional or national level.

A core group of individuals have worked hard for the past several years to reach a consensus among New Mexico schools to reestablish this state organization and based on the commitment of many to provide opportunities within the state…..we are back in business.

The following individuals will be serving as the leadership team for this year:

President – Sherri Gaugh, Registrar, San Juan College
President Elect – Katherine Baggett, Assoc., Director of Customer Service, Central New Mexico College
Secretary – Christopher Banks, Records and Transcript Evaluator, Central New Mexico College
Treasurer – Kena Carriere, Assoc., Director Admission, Dona Ana Community College

Congratulations and appreciation go out to this group of leaders who are going to help NM schools regenerate and get back in the loop with our professional connections.

College Enrollment Trend in New Mexico:

Many schools across the country are experiencing declines in their enrollment, New Mexico institutions are working through the same trend. Conversations among the schools in the state are experiencing anywhere from a 1% to 22% decline in headcount along with a 1% to 18% decline in student credit hours. Of course some schools may be up in FTE and down in SCH or vice versa. Conversations are being had at numerous levels within institutions as well across the state to develop strategies that work towards at least a flat rate of decline in order to keep the academic programs we offer to our students viable for completion and graduation.

There is lots of discussions happening on the national level as evident by the numerous presentations available at AACRAO this past spring as well as what will be presented at SEM in November in Florida, and what is on the runway for presentations at AACRAO 2016. As professionals in the area of Enrollment Management we should all be taking advantage of the literature, webinars, and other professional conferences to find out how we can best be part of the conversation and solutions at each of our own schools. To that end this brief article is a pitch for RMACRAO to have a strong attendance at the 2016 AACRAO Annual Meeting as it will be in Phoenix, AZ, March 20-23, 2016.

Have a great rest of the Fall 2015 semester.

Stay tuned for more news from NMACRAO.

Kathleen F. Sena
RMACRAO VP for New Mexico
Western Wyoming Community College

Western Wyoming Community College has opened Mustang Central. Our new Student Success Center that is a true integration of the services of financial aid, housing, admissions, registration, records, student accounts, student ID cards and student life.

The move took place the first week of August and we hit the ground running with the start-up of the fall term. Twenty staff members combined from the four previous offices. Nearly every staff members job description changed, along with title changes. Other staff was re-assigned to completely new positions. The Centers remodel started in December 2014. The space, which previously included Registration & Records, Housing, Admissions, Campus Security, a dance studio, campus radio station and storage, was gutted to allow for the new Center. An exciting change has been relocating the college main phone line to the Communication Center within Mustang Central. The Communications Assistant answers the main college line and the single line for Mustang Central. We eliminated references to individual offices and office phone numbers. We are moving forward with an aggressive approach to document imaging, work flow, and communications management. We invite others to visit and are happy to share things we have learned and experienced over the last four years during our planning, design and implementation process.

Laramie County Community College

Laramie County Community College is under construction – the Student Services/University Center and the Flexible Industrial Technology buildings are coming to life on our campus. Construction updates are available at www.lccc.wy.edu.

In addition to construction, we have new faces and people in new roles. Most of our Admissions staff started within the last year. Our Admissions representatives are Samantha Sharrock (formerly Snodgrass), Alex Barker, and Nick Marlin. Alli McCown is the One-Stop Coordinator whose position is newly created in preparation for the move to the new building. Caroline Soules has been with LCCC for a year and a half, and recently accepted the position of Assistant Registrar.

The fall semester at LCCC is also the time to begin multiple software implementations. We’re preparing to implement Recruiter, Student Planning, and Financial Aid Self-Service over the course of this academic year. We are currently piloting Starfish with a full launch scheduled for spring.
Wyoming Report Continued

Casper College

The new president for Casper College - Dr Darren Divine - started on campus July 1, 2015. He came to Casper College from College of Southern Nevada in Las Vegas, Nevada but has quickly come to feel very at home in Casper.

We have a new Associate Vice President for Student Services -- Linda Toohey. Linda worked in Enrollment Services at Casper College for about 15 years then left about 12 years ago to join the Human Resources team at Wyoming Medical Center. She is very excited to be back on campus and is doing great in her new role here.

Shari Greiner, Admissions Representative at CC since 2007 has left CC to pursue a career in agriculture -- her "true passion" back in her home state of Iowa. The Admissions Representative position is currently open and we are hoping to have that filled soon.

Casper was just voted one of the best 100 places to live! (Ranking by Livability.com) So come check out our wonderful city during the RMACRAO Annual Meeting 2016!

2015 Annual Meeting Wrap-up

The 2015 RMACRAO Annual Meeting, High Impact for Higher Education, was held in Colorado Springs, Colorado from July 15 through 17. The Pikes Peak region welcomed 169 attendees, including 62 first-timers. A wide variety of workshops and speakers were offered, including large sessions featuring speakers Paul Kyle, Andy Masters, and Dr. Tammy Aagard. Attendees also enjoyed College Scheduler's President's Reception on Wednesday evening, and Thursday dinner off site at the Ivywild School featuring a buffet from La’ au’s Taco Shop. The opportunity to enjoy the quaint town of Manitou Springs was also available.

Web Developer Update

The September 15, 2015 RMACRAO Webinar Featured College Scheduler! If you couldn’t make one of the highest rated sessions at the RMACRAO Annual Meeting, well then, we brought it to you! College Schedule is a game changing tool for university registration! Please enjoy this 60+ minute webinar featuring College Scheduler, you can view the webinar at http://www.rmacrao.org/webinars/

RMACRAO webinars are a free service to its member institutions. Webinars provide a convenient and cost effective way to obtain the information you need on topics relevant to our profession The one–hour webinars are presented live and have built in time for Q & A. All webinars will be archived on the RMACRAO web site.
Letter from the Winner of the Professional Development Scholarship—2014

Tracy Mendoza—Community College of Aurora

I would like to thank RMACRAO for providing me with the professional development grant and giving me the opportunity to take AACRAO’s Registrar 101 online class. I wanted to take the course, since I became the assistant registrar at the Community College of Aurora’s Lowry Campus. The course was completely online and was five weeks in length.

The class had a very good FERPA portion. Tina Falkner, the co-editor of the AACRAO 2012 FERPA Guide, was one of the instructors. She was very informative and answered specific questions, as well as explained quite a bit. I felt this was the best part of the class. Sometimes the class seemed more like the class content was just sharing best practices between students in the class. While sharing best practices and discussing ideas is always a great way to grow professionally, this was not why I took the class. It was interesting, however, because some colleges do some things very differently or don’t do some things at all. The discussion also gives you an appreciation for certain things at your college. For instance, it is easy to complain about your college’s IT department and the lack of automation available for some processes. In contrast, some of the other registrars detailed how they still had to check every graduation audit by hand or how they still filed records in actual file folders. This course certainly made me appreciate what our college does have a lot more.

I started out the course with great anticipation, ready to learn all the mysteries and nuances of being a registrar or assistant registrar. Unfortunately, I did not find all of the answers to those mysteries. The course specifically states it is for registrar’s and people in registrar related positions for two years or less. I had been in my position for about three years when I took this course. Nevertheless, I thought it to be a great opportunity, because I often feel that I don’t know as much as I should for my position. This course is worthwhile, but I would definitely recommend this course to registrars and those in registrar related positions who have been in the position for a year and a half or less.
AACRAO Travel Grant

ACCRAO’s 101st Annual Meeting will be held April 12-15 2015 in Baltimore, Maryland

RMACRAO has three grants available each year for the ACCRAO Annual Meeting. Any first time attendee attending the AACRAO Annual Meeting is eligible to earn a $400 travel grant. The application deadline is February 1st for the 2016 AACRAO Annual Meeting.

To Apply:
1– Complete a RMACRAO Travel Grant Application (http://www.rmacrao.org/documents/travel_grants/rmacrao_travel_grant_application.pdf)

2-Return the application to your RMACRAO State Vice President

Call for Proposals

The 2016 RMACRAO Annual Meeting will take place July 20-22, 2016 at the Ramkota Hotel and Conference Center in Casper Wyoming. The Program Committee would like to invite all interested members to submit presentation proposals to Stacy Maestas (presidentelect@rmacroa.org) by November 20, 2015.

A variety of presentation formats are possible: individual, joint, panel discussion, open forum, etc. In addition topics can come from a wide range of subjects including admissions, recruitment, registration, records, federal guidelines, professional development, and many others.

Our meetings are successful because our members step up and make them that way. YOU are the success behind our organization, and we look forward to hearing your great ideas!
First-Time Attendees

Stacy Albers - Pikes Peak Community College
Kyla Antony - Community College of Aurora
Toni Aulabaugh - Colorado State University-Global Campus
Roxanne Augst - Colorado School of Mines
Katie Barak - Colorado State University-Global Campus
Alexandria Barker - Laramie County Community College
Kristina Binard - Front Range Community College
Ryan Bolen - Community College of Denver
Fletcher Brown - Westwood College
Amanda Byers - Western State Colorado University
Kena Carriere - NMSU-Dona Ana Community College
Kathryn Carter - University of Colorado Denver
Todd Casey - University of Colorado Colorado Springs
Wangyun Chao - University of Colorado Colorado Springs
Ken Clavir - University of Northern Colorado
Rex Cogdill - Eastern Wyoming College
Justin Crossno - University of Colorado Colorado Springs
Susan Defosset - University of Colorado Colorado Springs
Brennadette Dieter - University of Colorado Boulder
Janis Eagan - Red Rocks Community College
Mackenzie Eckerdt - Colorado State University
Judy Feather - University of Denver
Julie Fields - Central NM Community College
Adam Flores - Central NM Community College
Meg Francis - Nazarene Bible College
Kelly Gaer - Community College of Aurora
Danielle Gallegos - Casper College
Sarah Hannes - Laramie County Community College
Tori Hawks - Lamar Community College
Nicole Hockert - Community College of Aurora
Kevin Hudgens - Pikes Peak Community College
Lindsay Jackson - University of Colorado Boulder
Jenyl Johnson - Colorado Community College System
Christine Karry - Community College of Aurora
Viki Little - Aims Community College
Tanya Mayden - Denver School of Nursing
Jennifer McDonald - University of Northern Colorado
Tracy Mendoza - Community College of Aurora
Jean Moran - Aims Community College
Mai Lee Olsen - Eastern Wyoming College
Adrienne Perucca - Community College of Denver
Loretta Sandoval - University of Colorado Boulder
Amanda Sayler - MSU Denver
Alex Schmidt - University of Colorado Boulder
Catrina Semakula - Community College of Aurora
Jennifer Sengenberger - Pikes Peak Community College
Kari Shafenberg - Colorado State University-Global Campus
Karyl Shawcroft - Pueblo Community College
Jo-Ann Smith - Pikes Peak Community College
Zach Smith - Eastern Wyoming College
Gillian Sochor - Denver School of Nursing
Nancy Stovall - University of Colorado Colorado Springs
Misty Swainson - Laramie County Community College
Kimberly Tate - Clovis Community College
Danielle Tisinger - University of Wyoming
Dorothea Trujillo - Central NM Community College
Krystal Turner - Colorado State University
Shonna Ulbarri - University of Northern Colorado
Christine Vongphackdy - Community College of Denver
Robert Wamsley – See Vita LLC
Aubrey Winbigler - Community College of Denver
Lori Woodruff - Colorado State University

Travel Grant Recipients

♦ Tori Hawks, Lamar Community College
♦ Jean Moran, Aims Community College
♦ Gillian Sochor, Denver School of Nursing
♦ Fletcher Brown, Westwood College
♦ Misty Swainson, Laramie County Community College
♦ Eugenia Carriere, Dona Ana Community College

2015 Annual Conference
Looking Back: Historian Report

Kelley Christman—Associate Registrar, University of Northern Colorado

It’s hard to believe that we are rapidly approaching the mid-point for many of our fall academic terms. It seems to get clearer all the time that time passes extremely quickly, and it is easy to forget what has happened in the past. My recent appointment as the RMACRAO Historian has meant that I have spent many hours sifting through historical documents for our organization. I wanted to share with you all some of the future plans I have for my time in this position, which include:

- Sorting historical documents into content groupings (minutes, newsletters, photos, etc.);
- Imaging of hard copy documents to provide an electronic archive; and
- Working with the Web Developer to build a historical website for RMACRAO.

For this newsletter, I thought it might be fun to take a look back at who served on the Board of Directors from my first RMACRAO Annual Meeting 10 years ago:

- President – Mary Angell (College of Santa Fe)
- President Elect – Sherri Gaugh (Fort Lewis College)
- Past President – Scheherazade Downey (University of Denver)
- Vice President Colorado – Lara Medley (Colorado School of Mines)
- Vice President New Mexico – Brad Bankhead (New Mexico State University)
- Vice President Wyoming – Sandy Eisenman ( Sheridan College)
- Secretary – Robert Hensley (University of Wyoming)
- Treasurer – Stuart Thomas (Aims Community College)
- Historian – Steve Ellis (University of Colorado-Colorado Springs)
- 2006 LAC Chair – Denise Esquibel (New Mexico State University)
- Newsletter Editor – Sally Page (University of Colorado Boulder)

I am sure I will be able to come up with a variety of items for future newsletters once the scanning project gets underway. If there is anything you would like to have a look back at in a future newsletter please feel free to contact me at historian@rmacrao.org and I would be happy to see what I can locate.
Thank you to our business partners at this year’s annual meeting!

Have ideas for the next newsletter?
Please submit any newsletter pieces to communication@rmacrao.org

Visit us on the web at www.rmacrao.org